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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XXXIII
Wow! Discovering a seventh sense of math? Talk about changing the paradigms of science,
philosophy, and mathematics–not to mention creating innovative outcomes in physics!
Too bad they don’t award doctorates to gumshoes like me! If they did…Yeeehaaw! Me, big
caveman, me beat chest! But wait a minute…Discovering a new sense? Holy Hippocrates!
IT’S A SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL MIRACLE!
Newsroom cliché? I think I just made my own contribution to the field of medicine! “The
Father of Medical Mathematics”? Father knows best? Just call me Marcus Welby, M.M.D.–
pioneer in a new science of “biomathology!” This could change all physics, psychology, and
medical textbooks, forever! A mathematical medical revolution? I could write a bestseller:
A Gumshoe’s Guide to Mathatomy–The Mathematical Man!
I’ll probably get invites to speak at scientific conferences in Shanghai, Paris, and Berlin! I can
see it: entering the world of international intellects, romance, adventure, travel–what a mind
journey! For sure I’d take Eva along for the ride; we could travel by train to Venice or Lisbon.
(I can just hear “La belle dame sans regrets” playing in the background.) She’d be my PR gal.
She’s a real pistol for that sort of thing–can meet and greet with the best of ’em! I’d have to
check my calendar though, put my cases on hold, have Eva type up and send in my speaker
abstracts. Lotta work…and I’d have to step up my game a bit. I remember the first and last
time I spoke publicly: “Good evening, fellow credit union members…” (–uh, you can imagine
the rest!) So, to picture myself stepping up to the lectern (wearing my Mariners’ hat, a little
rummy from jet lag, not enough sleep, and too much Oktoberfest)…Ooh! As I look out across
the crowded hall at the eminent researchers gathered from around the world…a million ideas
run through my head. But what could I possibly say to inspire a re-evolution in science?
I could start with a good joke…But here’s my chance–I need something deeply philosophical:
Good afternoon, everyone: I know you’ve probably all read my latest book and are
wondering about the title of today’s presentation, “When dictatorship is a fact, evolution is
a duty.” The quote is from the film, “Night Train to Lisbon.” But I dropped the big “R” in
revolution to get evolution–a new perspective. So, if you’re all “aboard,” I’ll continue:
“We live here and now. Everything before and in other places is past and mostly forgotten.
What could–what should be done with all the time that lies ahead of us?
Open and unshaped, feather light in its freedom and lead-heavy in its uncertainty?
It is a wish, dreamlike and nostalgic, to stand once again at that point in life, and be able to
take a completely different direction to the one which made us who we are?”
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Aaah…if only. The ultimate dream. Imagine if there were a way to truly evolve–to change
what we are from this point forward: to step beyond the well-trodden path, no longer
constrained and encased in the hard cocoon–the chrysalis–of past dictates and limitations
of the five senses (and even the mysterious sixth sense); to progress to a seventh sense, to
taste the dragon’s blood and soar to a higher plane of enlightenment, into a new realm of
the neuroscape–to really live and be free to answer the question: If it is so that we live only
a small part of the life that is within us, what happens to the rest? Intrigued? So am I!
I hear we use only a part of our brain. But what if we could use the rest? A seventh sense
of math? Think of the possibilities! Light barrier? How about bustin’ the brain barrier?
So, on to a whole new story? Years ago, my father had a stroke, losing most of his mental and
physical function. My mother and I would take turns staying with him at the hospital. One day
I came into his room to find him completely his old self, to be greeted by his overwhelming
welcome. He was talking to the nurses and orderlies about how they wouldn’t believe what
had happened to him–his mind lucid, his voice as sharp and clear as it’d ever been.
Yet what a puzzle! Even though his mind was restored, he still couldn’t walk.
And as I helped him into a wheelchair, we discussed it for awhile: How could that be?
Of course, there are more twists and turns to the story, but in that moment, my father’s not
being able to walk but being able to talk gave me a whole new perception. I could see the
functions of walking, talking, breathing, the heart beating, the five senses, and intellectual
thought like separate instruments in an orchestra, and the song of the brain like a majestic
symphony. It was like being at a concert: seeing the audience arriving, hearing the musicians
tuning up, noting the different frequencies of the instruments, the conductor keeping time
with the baton, and suddenly realizing what holds it all together and brings it into harmony–
what you don’t see–is the math! Well bust my britches, Beethoven! Tell Tchaikovsky the news!
What an unexpected solution to save the day! The seventh sense of math could be the
invisible hand–the deus ex machina or “ghost in the machine”–that regulates our perceptions,
existence, and understanding. And the maestro of the mind–the underlying language and
structure of the intellect, the music for the dance of life–could be the music of math!
Blow my own horn? At least I don’t feel like a mouther at
the opera–holding my tongue and my spear, while
Pavarotti or Newton sings the aria.
Now I can sing my own song of math! Ooga-oooogaaaaa!
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The light finally dawns! Outer space: The final frontier? What about “inner” space?
Underlying issues? Biophysics meets analytical psychology? Yeah, Jung and Freud had their
theories of how to reach inside the mind, but leapin’ lobotomy! The seventh sense of math
could be a whole new way of looking at ourselves and into ourselves. Ooh! And time travel?
Here’s a way to step into tomorrow!
There are so many days that have not yet broken.
Tomorrow is the most important thing in life…It’s perfect when it arrives and it puts itself
in our hands. It hopes we’ve learnt something from yesterday.
So, brain soup and alphabet soup? The seventh sense of math could be the open door to a
new perspective on knowledge, language, everything–a way to step beyond traditional science
and philosophy, beyond the surface, beyond the goldsmith’s art and connoisseurship of words
that enchant and entice us…to the one thing that connects us all–the truth that lies within!
Man, this is exciting! Now I can see the quest for knowledge like a dream:
Walking through the mists and the swirling snow, the clouds break. I catch breathtaking
glimpses of the valley below. As the skies clear, I find myself on a high plateau. Before me
an ivory tower–a splendid structure built of the beautiful ideas and quotes of man.
A small crowd of scholars is gathered, ascending and descending. I, too, enter to climb the
stone stairs of this intellectual Jacob’s Ladder–so well-worn by travelers who had gone
before. Reaching the top, a glorious view; but in the distance, I see mountains…higher, more
pure. Instinctively, I know: there lies my true destination. Hurriedly descending, leaving the
tower behind, I begin to climb again–upward, upward through mystical canyons of stone
and clouds to arrive at a hidden lake, deep and blue. About me, all manner of creatures (the
deer, the bear, the lion, the lamb) in peaceful harmony. As I kneel, reaching my hand into
the cool, clear water, suddenly, the swish of a long tail breaks the surface! The massive
head of a monster, of most ferocious aspect, emerges and rises from the water, its body and
wings silhouetted–huge–against the sky. But I feel no fear.
As I look in the dragon’s eyes, I see its fatal realization: its time had come.
Undaunted, I start forward…
Ahh, enchanting beauty, a fearsome beast, an epic tale?
Too bad I always wake up at the good part! But, how will it end?
Tune in next week for the rest of the story!
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